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Editorial
Gail Ingram
Forests for contemplation. Forests for sanity.
Forests to breathe. Chances are you’ve walked
through one in lockdown. It’s where we go. They
save us. They will save us... or outlive us. Our
featured article “A new meaning to ‘living in the
moment’” by Erik Kennedy is essential reading if
you want to know where our Aotearoa poets are in
regards to the climate crisis. A regular contributor,
our featured poet Lincoln Jaques, imagines our
forests through the eyes of Wairaka, Blake and
Daphne. Members’ poems have people as trees
(Trish Veltman, Belinda Tait) and trees as lovers
(harold coutts). For poems that will devastate in
different ways, check out Christine Hewton’s “I
own this”, Susan Wardell’s “Waiora” and the
strange, dark of Alison Glenny’s “Forest”. Hang
on to our closing haiku for spring (Anne Curran),
— Ian Andrews
the pandemic (Sile Mannion, Julie Adamson) and
goblin trees (Gillian Candler). It is true that good things come in little parcels, such as, Nouns, verbs, etc.
– Lynda Scott Araya’s review of Fiona Farrell’s latest collection. Armed and informed, Dr Elese
Dowden takes on ‘the dead white canon’ in her review of C.K. Stead’s That Derrida Whom I Derided
Died. Discover, also, the themes, favourite lines and processes of editing the landmark anthology of
emerging Asian New Zealand writing A Clear Dawn, from editors Paula Morris and Alison Wong.
Speaking of reviews, alongside our spring issue, we are launching “Spotlight on Reviews”. Please head
over to our website to see our Review Editor’s picks of reviews for 2021, plus new reviews of AUP New
Poets 7 and Say it Naked by Rachel Tobin.
Our spring issue also includes sublime forest art from Terence Fitzgibbon, Jan Fitzgerald, Ian
Andrews, Moses Ojo and Jenny Longstaff. Our cover art is “Hine Pu Tu Hue” (daughter of Tāne Māhuta)
by Isobel Te Aho-White, cover design by Emma Shi. Emma also does the magazine layout, sources our
reviews, as well as a multitude of tasks to help bring our fine mag to your inboxes, so it is with sadness we
farewell Emma after three years as Assistant and Reviews Editor. She has really developed the role over her
time with Ivy Alvarez, and I have appreciated her assistance and humour when I stepped into the role
earlier this year. Along with the committee, we wish her all the very best for her future endeavours. On a
happier note, NZPS are excited to welcome Lily Holloway as my new Assistant Editor. Lily is both a fine
poet and editor and I’m really looking forward to working with her for our upcoming summer issue.
The theme for the summer issue is ‘Barren’. Members, please send up to four poems (40 lines max) and
up to four haiku by 10 December 2021 to Gail Ingram, editor@poetrysociety.org.nz. Thank you for your
continued support of a fine line and NZPS, tree-huggers, all of us.
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Featured Poet
Lincoln Jaques
A Book of Rilke
In Albert Park early this morning
while walking, I stumbled across a copy
of Rilke’s Letters To A Young Poet
abandoned on a bench.
A pigeon cooed the moment
I bent to pick it up. The edges of its pages

— Jenny Longstaff

crenulated by the early dew still clung
to the blankets of the homeless.
Although I’m not so young
I opened the damp pages
careful not to split the spine.
My thumbs left imprints in the margins.
The ink from the lines
bled into each other; inside
the front flap, a handwritten
date said Christmas, 1962.
I found a line to read; I thought
long and hard until I felt
the first spots of rain from a cloud nestled
in the branches of the old Ombu.
I closed Rilke and not bearing to leave him
I slipped the paperback into my jacket
trudged alone through the deepening rain
wondering what he would have made of this.
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Wāhi Tapu
On Ōwairaka/Te Ahi-kā-a-Rakataura

345 exotic trees

the spirits still dwell in the

to make way

evening haze that falls through

for 13,000 natives

the weeping
branches.

Nobody asked
the exotics to come ashore.

Here Wairaka stamped her foot. The ground
split open and the waters sprung forth.

But they come and raise their white

The earth cried; the branches became

tents with their peaks like a travelling circus;

her hair, and the hair flowed

they camp out, drink tea, hand out fliers

down to the sea.

that get caught in the wind, smother
the natives and the exotics.

Me whakatāne au i ahau
Where were they when Ōwairaka
The colonialists levelled the top

was being bitten to death?

to make room for a playing field.
The maunga could no
longer touch the sky.
A woman stands with a sign:
Our world needs every tree
Her knitted cardigan matches
the painted banners.
Me whakatāne au i ahau: ‘I must act like a man!’
Wairaka exclaimed this before saving the great
Mataatua waka from near destruction.
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A Tree Falls
I wonder how Daphne felt

Maybe Eliot had her in mind

the moment she started changing

when he wrote that line

into the laurel

what branches grow out of this stony rubbish?

like when you were a child

But Eliot too left his wife abandoned.

and your body constantly
fought against itself to grow

Did he place her on a mountaintop

Daphne’s toes stretching into roots

looking towards home tormented

leaves springing from her ears

or deep in a valley next to a singing

skin hardening into

river with Peneus scolding her

rough bark her eyes

Apollo staring mouth-watering

forming into knots

for what could have been

her torso twisting

and if she had the chance

as she looked back

I wonder if she’d stay like that

for the last time

rather than be turned back to flesh

at the moving world

not that she ever had any say

before being fixed to the spot

in the matter.

unable to move except for the wind
through her limbs through the canopy
of her tree-hair
and only if the Gods willed
sometimes the rain falling
staining the dark bark of her skin.

• First published in Poetry in the Garden
Auckland Isthmus Poets, 2018.
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On Dreaming in a Pandemic After Reading William Blake
I dreamt I was alone in a forest
where the moreporks philosophised
the cicadas brandished their voice-swords
in the limbs of shrubs and branches
then a tiger in the darkness his face
lit by the moon his eyes bloodshot
and hungry as fear overcame me
I realised he was blind
placed my palms over his eyes
the morepork went quiet the cicadas changed
to a lower note the tiger opened his jaws
his teeth become scimitars biting
and I was awake in my bed
the city sprawled below like chaotic silence
after a flood the neon lights illuminating
the motorways where cars drove to unknown places
and a sky broke through the light as dark
and blank as the tiger's eyes
searching
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Featured Article
Erik Kennedy
A New Meaning to ‘Living in the Moment’
Eco-poetry in Aotearoa
We’re in the middle of a major shift in climate writing. Do
you know what it is? It’s that speculative, future-oriented
climate writing is being superseded by climate writing set
in the present. The reason for this shift is obvious: climate
change is no longer an ill-defined, far-off menace. It’s
happening now. You’d have to have a head encased in
dough not to see it. You’d have to be paid not to believe it.
What we might call ‘polar bear on an ice floe’ poetry
is no longer necessary. This is an old mode of writing that
imagines a harrowing future, writing that appeals to one’s
sense of the distance and otherness of a tragedy, the way
— Ojo Moses
TV adverts fundraising for far-away famine sufferers
used to do. Such writing provided some comfort – at least
you’re not the victim… yet. But that comfort is increasingly unavailable. Today’s poetry reckons more and
more with events that you might recognise from the news cycle: Australian bushfires, North American
droughts, European heatwaves, typhoons and hurricanes and floods everywhere. It’s as if we lack object
permanence when it comes to the climate – if we can’t literally observe catastrophic effects first-hand, we
can deny their existence. But once the effects are observable, they’re riveting.
In fiction, too, there has been a parallel development. As recently as 2016, the Indian novelist Amitav
Ghosh could ask: ‘considering what climate change actually portends for the future of the Earth, it should
surely follow that this would be the principal preoccupation of writers the world over – and this, I think, is
very far from being the case. But why?’ Now there is what is termed ‘cli-fi’ (climate fiction), and many of
the most successful and hyped releases in this microgenre – novels by writers like Richard Powers, Jenny
Offill, Anthony Doerr, Alexandra Kleeman, John Lanchester, Carys Bray, and Rumaan Alam – are set in a
discernibly contemporary world.
In the poetry of Aotearoa New Zealand, there is a critical mass of work engaging with the climate
emergency in our own context, in our own moment. A stand-out effort in Tusiata Avia’s Ockham-winning
collection The Savage Coloniser Book is a poem
called “Jacinda Ardern goes to the Pacific Forum
in Tuvalu and my family colonises her house”, an
Climate change is no
action that takes place ‘because the sea is taking
over’ in Tuvalu. One of the poems that won Jordan
longer an ill-defined,
Hamel the 2018 New Zealand Poetry Slam was a
far-off menace.
piece about kidnapping the prime minister’s baby
and smuggling her on board a rocket bound for
It’s happening now.
Mars to draw attention to climate change, ‘because
if we can’t get our nation to care about the future
of the most famous kid in the history of Aotearoa,
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how are we going to get them to care about the rest?’ (No, not all NZ climate poetry is about overfamiliar
interactions with our fortieth PM.) We are also seeing treatments of climate crisis and environmental
breakdown play a significant part in full-length works such as Janet Newman’s Unseasoned Campaigner or
Rhys Feeney’s chapbook soyboy (published as a third of AUP New Poets 7).
Newman’s first collection is a rough ride through the bitter realities of running a commercial farming
operation with stock. Both “Drought, Horowhenua” and the “Summer” section of Unseasoned
Campaigner’s title poem depict a landscape as shrivelled as a dying imagination:
The day I cut the willow trees down
because there is nothing else for the ewes to eat —
eyes stuck with dirt, udders empty, lambs
wrinkled as dried fruit —
Summer comes over the hill driving
a water tanker, a sheet of dust flapping behind.
I know it is her because last night when
the DOC hydrologist pronounced the river dead
she told me her name and sighed
when I said, ‘That used to mean a good time.’
Feeney has a different set of concerns. Like most of us, he is stuck in the role of a consumer rather than
a producer, which makes him feel powerless as well as guilty. Also, like most of us, he lives in a city, not
on a farm, and this informs his perspective and influences his choice of subjects. His poem “brutalism”
wins big points from me for addressing the overlooked (and, frankly, unsexy) issue of embodied carbon in
construction:
… i have the urge to embrace this aesthetic even
when i know that / concrete is the most destructive material
that humans have ever created / that every year we pour
enough concrete to / cover every maunga and fill in every
awa in the north island / that after water it is the most used
substance in the world / that concrete will soon outweigh
the biomass of every living thing / how much of what i
enjoy stems from coping mechanisms / formed out of necessity
when faced with a disabling system…
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There are many voices contributing to this conversation – more than I can call attention to in a short
piece. Tim Jones is a noted activist as well as a poet, a proper old warhorse who’s read more government
and industry reports than you’ve had hot dinners. His poetry reminds us that political inertia, given the
immense harm it does, should be an honorary greenhouse gas. “Not for me the sunlit uplands” (given here
in its entirety) is from his 2016 book New Sea Land:
Not for me the sunlit uplands. I’m down in the trenches,
fighting over inches, kilograms of emissions,
redesigning systems, writing notes for speeches
that no one delivers.
Not for me the broad brush. I’m collating submissions,
seeking permissions, speaking at hearings,
gathering evidence, setting out precedents
that might persuade commissioners.
Not for me the grand gesture. I’m critiquing positions,
building coalitions, planning occupations,
opposing mining interests, finding all our futures
are hostage to our actions.
Laura Vincent’s “Anecdotal happiness” is a poignant illustration of the reduced expectations we perhaps
should have in a stunted, chaotic world:
There was a story on the six o’clock news
‘Scientists have discovered
that only bad things are happening now
It seems nothing good will happen on a grand scale
ever again’
…
Everything felt more urgent
You’d pass a stranger in the street and they’d stop you, walking right up and grabbing you by the collar
with both hands
‘I found twenty cents on the ground just now,’ they’d say
And you pull down your gas mask, eyes watering from the joy and the smoke
‘You little beauty,’ you reply
In fact, many of our poets are telling their own little horror stories about our climate. Many of them
explicitly draw the link between colonial capitalism and environmental destruction. Older poets think about
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what might have been, and younger ones contemplate
lives that will be defined by the mistakes that came
before. Check out Ash Davida Jane, Zoë Higgins,
Rebecca Hawkes, Vaughan Rapatahana, Joan Fleming,
and others, too. It’s nice for me to be able to celebrate
the work of local poets I admire; I only wish they didn’t
have to write this work at all.

Political inertia, given the
immense harm it does,
should be an honorary
greenhouse gas

I was at a talk delivered by Climate Change Minister
James Shaw in Ōtautahi Christchurch in July. He
discussed the Greens’ cooperation agreement with
Labour and the urgency that the Greens needed to bring
to the partnership. (The talk was called “On Climate – Are We Doing Enough?” The answer was no,
obviously.) One wee aphorism stood out for me: in the future, Shaw said, ‘every minister is going to have
be a climate change minister’. That is, there is no area of public policy that will be unaffected by this crisis.
The same goes for life in general, and art.
The one bright spot we have in Aotearoa is that when we use our voices to speak out, as poets and
citizens, we may actually be heard – and we’ll almost certainly be safe. This is not the case everywhere.
For the second year in a row, a record number of environmental activists around the globe have been
murdered. We have privilege here. I’m glad that some of our writers are using it to tell stories about the
disintegrating world we’ve had thrust onto us. The more we all face up to the grave responsibilities of
living in this moment, the better chance there is of civilisation living beyond it.
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Members’ Poems
Bird’s egg
It stretches the mind
this grit-bubble
hollow of spoon, cup of hand
its walls flecked with hieroglyphics
of a sacred city
what lies enshrined
in this ovoid
its parchment hardened
in a feathered cave its taut clouds, loose sun
flapping at sea journeys
wet with gold from what amulet pouch
did this world fall?
• from On a Day Like This (Steele Roberts,
Aotearoa NZ)
— Jan Fitzgerald

— Jan Fitzgerald
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FOREST

He claimed to have invented the night. This was not Romanticism,
which was mainly a question of translation. Yet she was often mute
during their carriage rides. Some believed her melancholia was due to
mourning the poem, which came to grief in a quarrel over nightingales.
Others referred to a nostalgia for the forest. She had often drawn
attention to its winding paths and, where they diverged, the touch of
dark wings.

_____________________________________
1 Amatory

(noun)

1. A woodland path or cloister used for nocturnal walks, often with a
wandering or irregular design.
2. A cabinet or chest intended for a piece of music performed once at
evening, then laid aside.
2

Opera boxes hidden behind leaves and flowers. When the wind
moved the branches, bouquets were flung onto the ground.

3 A reference

to her slim book on the lives of crepuscular birds. Their
dark plumage with cryptic markings that resembled the pattern of bark,
leaves, or lace.

• from Bird Collector (Compound Press 2021)
— Alison Glenny
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Talking about the sky disk
In the state museum, we see a whole cosmos
caught in the ambit of a dinner plate.
Unearthed from a three thousand year old grave
in Ziegelroda Forest, now sealed
in its own climate controlled galaxy.
Himmelsscheibe von Nebra, the Nebra sky disk.
I can’t take my eyes off this forest treasure,
this bronze-age astronomy guide.
You call it fake.
We circle the glass case, two satellites
spinning on opposite paths.
Gold symbols once patterned the disk
in perpetual frozen motion.
Still visible in its verdigris-blue universe:
seven circles clustered in a sisterhood of stars,
two moon phases – Cyclops gaze and lunar wink –
one sun boat smile.
A miniature macrocosm,
contained in half a gold parentheses.
I say we are thirty-six thousand
full moons apart.
You know I’m not just talking
about the sky disk.
— Trish Veltman
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If my mother was a forest
she wouldn’t be a grove
of spring promise
almond, plum, flowering cherry
she wouldn’t be an orchard
of autumn treats
apples, feijoa, golden kiwi
she wouldn’t be a thicket
of healing properties
mānuka, kānuka, kawakawa
she wouldn’t be a rainforest,
lungs for a planet
seru, kapok, aphandra
if my mother was a forest
she would be a plantation
radiata pine
shedding needles
so acidic
nothing else can flourish
— Trish Veltman
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a large number or dense mass of vertical or tangled objects
lithe and compact
they writhe in the darling sun
what if their canopies touch?
a flicker of slow love turns aglow
as branches caress
like rolling thunder
cacophonous even in the absence of perked ears
their roots spread deep
curious in the earth
like hundreds of individual expeditions
bark-like thighs press against
crushing small flecks from each other
to fall to the earth like rose petals
and another joins with the smoothness of consent
lapping like a parched dog
fevered insatiable
the earth creaks where they strain
these limitations holding them back from true loves’ kisses
how criminal nature can be
— harold coutts
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pouring
you find solace in the green
moss at your feet
and branch at your shoulder
like little blessings
inhaled in the earth spiced air
silky on your lips
it fills you like a pitcher
lapping at the ridge of your throat
don’t spill yourself yet
if you close your eyes what do you witness?
a forever
but the moment passes inevitable
piercing birdcall anchoring you to reality
you are in the sacrament of springtime
witnessing the bulk and hum of its calling
all you know is this ceremonial pulse
let it share you with the environ
written into the teachings
of this hallowed cycle
& tilt
— harold coutts
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Soiree
The audacity!
of those fungus
to come here
dressed like that!
This is a
subdued function:
That they
should stand there
feeling extravagant
in their red-spotted gowns
by the tree trunks
when today's theme
was Earth –
humus!
A creep of moss!
None of this
princing about!
— Belinda Tait
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Runaways
I hugged her
and imagined I, too,
had roots in the ground
and a leafy head
stretching... stretching.
We went forever
me and the Tree,
we were dogs
let off the leash
galloping into the Up.
And the Ground
moped after us,
collars in hand –
Well, they’re not coming back!
— Belinda Tait
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driftwood
this stricken totara
carried by mudbrown waters
to rest on Petone beach
drifts to a second life,
no longer rooted
and bound by place
true, an adjustment
from leaf canopy to sea surface
forest floor to seabed
green tranquillity to blue silence
and the rise and fall –
not of sap – but tides
a wave-wanderer, a Ulysses,
etched by water,
sculpted by salt
mussel-home and food trap ...
until mingling with air
and sea floor, to become
part of earth's rich reservoir
of cooking pots and castles
triceratops and trilobites,
a billion bones and more
of all that ever lived ...
few players remembered all drifting through
• First published in Penguin Days, NZPS Anthology, 2016
— Nola Borrell
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Reconnaissance
The road becomes unsure, shrinks to a track,
peters out. He steps through the curtain
of first trees, glossy leaves skidding
across his face, forcing a breach
in the dense barricade, light dimming,
the air cooling on his skin, his feet sinking
into rich mulch – decades of decay
and death. Skirting the tangles of supplejacks
hanging all around him, reaching for
his head, his arms, his ankles.
Looking for handholds on the downward slope
seeking purchase among the slimy stones
studding the sides of the creek, dripping mosses
softening the hard planes of rocks, blurring
the outlines of the trunks and branches
with tattered drapes.
Up the other side; reaching, grasping
at anything to stall his slipping feet;
saplings tearing out, coming away.
Breathing more heavily now, his heart
upping its beat. Pausing, propped against
a ngaio watching a fantail jinking
and pitching around him. Pushing on.
Level ground again, being scraped
by broken twigs and brittle fronds.
Now, an open space circling a shattered stump
– a lightning strike, he’s thinking –
the fallen trunk is fostering
young trees along its length. Life
out of death. Further on, the filtered light
darkens, the canopy closes above him.
He is tiring. Ahead, stretched out
before him is a toppled giant. He looks into
the deep hole left by roots now clawing
at the air. A good place to die
he thinks, ready-made to vanish
back into the earth.
— John Ewen
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Overseas
They asked me about home.
So I told them how it feels
in the bush when rain
drifts like an aerosol
between trees and breathing
is like drinking mānuka
and tarata flowers.
I told them how at Christmas
sun crisps our skin and cracks
our lawns, but there is mud
under the bush and obsidian
streams seep through our shoes
to bite our feet.
I told them that in the bush
earth pushes—there is only up
and rimu rises, bearing up
rātā, breaking through
with kahikatea. The sky
lay with us once and now
we reach to pull him close.
I told them how we plant
the bush in our backyards
even in town kāpuka
and kawakawa laugh
and grow like they own
every driveway and I saw
they were laughing
because I kept saying bush.
— Lydia Tebbutt
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I own this
Breathless
I stop look up
A behemoth bejesus
The earth cannot contain it
It lumbers up
Hard through soft moss
Unconstrained by twisting vines
before it dissipates
into branching arms
holding up the sky
It is everything
I breathe its breath
Recharged
I charge myself with a load of wood
chainsawed up into manageable pieces
Gumboot on to replenish
the depleted hump of heating product
for winter
— Christine Hewton
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Write what is true
... I told myself
with ten fingers squared to the task
feet filed tidily into black shoes
one eye on the door
and something battering at my breastbone
but all of my true things were too hard
so I climbed into the arms of a willow, to ask
for a truth that I could bear
and she gave me
the long sunlight hours used to grow skin,
thick and riven, braided and wounded
the microorganisms
slowly eating and destroying
every leaf turned a different direction in the wind
the rain that doesn't respond to thirst –
has its own cycles of obsequence and generosity
a thousand pale and willing mouths below ground
the umber rings, the secret darkness
where no year is lost
and I opened my hands and took it,
and it was true, and soft
as the cloud forest rising behind my house
and it was hard
as hard as home.
— Susan Wardell
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Waiora on December 31st
I lie beneath branches
where I once saw a girl resting, mid-air
suspended from a strip of turquoise silk – she fell
and stopped, her long hair kissing the grass,
then spun upwards like a retiring spider.
With the certain earth beneath me, I pray
the same prayer that everyone prays
on this day: Make me new.
Make me once more my newborn self –
unkissed, freshly-minted,
nerves humming, pores yawning.
The earth is an altar. I rise and walk
down to the cool hollow of the river’s elbow
where a dozen yards of water have been gathered up
under a sheer spill of light, distilled.
And there I disturb a whole flock
of children who have shed their skins, become eels,
who dance naked like dryads, stone to stone.
I slow on the bridge, so as not to startle,
but old wood creaks, and their faces lift
to show their bird-souls, fresh-adorned –
children wearing the eyes of Kea, Takehē, Korimako,
bodies pale, hearts moss-green,
feet laughing in the water.
Something else stirs: a breeze
teasing me with answers – so soon?
And I slink down the bank, eager, rubber-limbed,
as ferns demure away. And there
I find it again: my skin.
I let my toes leave the grass
as the river says (this is the oldest song):
Lay your body here –
we’ll carry it on
— Susan Wardell
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Fable of the Fifth Grandchild
But the wind did not change direction
so Te Ngaru fetched the tubers
he patted each one down
in its own pit
smoothed their walls
with slaps from his spade
then rima the number
his koro loved
made five laps of the garden
five circles five leaps
this is why sorrow
fled to a frozen continent
why Te Ngaru slept
all winter
— Jan Hutchison

— Jenny Longstaff
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Interview
Alison Wong and Paula Morris
Emma Shi interviews editors of A Clear Dawn: New Asian Voices from Aotearoa

Emma Shi (ES): A Clear Dawn is the first anthology of Asian New Zealand writing –
congratulations on compiling such an essential anthology. How does it feel to have this book out in
the world?
Alison Wong (AW):
Relief after such a long haul, but also, together with Paula, a sense of accomplishment and celebration,
plus joy for all the contributors who are receiving attention, and gratitude to AUP for producing such a
beautiful book.
ES: What was your process in putting the collection together? How did you make your selections?
Paula Morris (PM):
We spent a lot of time hunting and gathering. There was an open call for submissions but, in addition,
we read books, other anthologies and journals (both print and online). We scoured lists of contest finalists,
and contacted writing teachers at universities and community courses, as well as more established Asian
writers. As we began to identify and select writers, those writers had their own networks and
recommendations. That’s why the book grew so big! Our kaupapa was excellence and diversity.
ES: What were the ups and downs of editing A Clear Dawn?
AW:
Ups: Working together with Paula in a genuine partnership. Relationships developed with contributors
and a sense that the book matters to many in their writing careers, to Asian communities and the literature
of Aotearoa New Zealand. I was back from Australia, for nine weeks (late April until June) during the
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trans-Tasman travel bubble, promoting the anthology at events throughout both North and South Islands. It
was such fun doing this with Paula, contributors, musicians and the many people who helped organise and
host the events. It was a privilege, given the COVID-19 outbreaks and lockdowns before and after.
Downs: I think Paula and I were both utterly exhausted with so much to do, not just with the anthology
but also with other work and personal commitments. I was supposed to come back for WORD Christchurch
and other events. Even if New Zealand literary events can go ahead later this year, I’m unlikely to be able
to cross the Tasman. This also affects events for the anthology in Australia, where a few contributors
currently live. I hope that, next year, with high vaccination rates and other measures, live literary events in
both countries will be able to go ahead and that I will be able to ‘safely’ come back.
PM:
Ups: Working with Alison, reading/meeting so many superb writers, and having the South Island tour: I
love a road trip.
Downs: As Alison says, the sheer amount of work required for an anthology of 75 emerging writers,
including the editing and the introduction – the latter, a major undertaking for us. And the Delta Variant
messing with all our spring plans.
ES: The 75 writers in the anthology journey through a variety of experiences, both heartbreaking
and healing. What themes did you find recurring in these stories?
AW:
The contributors and their work are extremely diverse. As editors, this was a deliberate choice and,
therefore, many works do not fit a particular box. There are many works, for instance, where readers would
not be able to discern the contributor’s Asian ancestry without biographical knowledge. And not all works
are set in Aotearoa New Zealand. However, many works do grapple with identity, belonging, exploring
one’s roots, migration, transnationalism, transculturalism, multiple languages, living between worlds,
family heritage and dynamics, communities that are disappearing or have already disappeared, prejudice of
various kinds, LGTBIQ+ issues, trauma, loss, aging, death, grief, young love and not-so-young love, food
and rituals.
ES: Would you mind sharing one of your favourite lines/stanzas or poems from the collection, and
commenting on what it is they represent to you?
AW:
There are so many wonderfully diverse poems in this anthology that I find it challenging to highlight
one or even to select these few.
In these uncertain times of COVID-19 and grief, I think almost all of us can identify with Kiri PiahanaWong’s “Give me an ordinary day”. It is difficult to quote just one line or stanza from this beautiful poem
which quietly builds with such poignancy.
In A L Ping’s elegy “Breathing”, he writes about aging and loss: ‘The swallow flew in and out of his
mind, / taking his thoughts in wisps and strands / to rebuild her nest under the eaves, above / the front door
– the door they never used’.
Nina Mingya Powles’ sequence “Field Notes on a downpour” explores language, identity and belonging
– learning and living within and between Mandarin and English and countries which might be home: ‘I am
full of nouns and verbs; I don’t know how to live any other way. I am a tooth-like thing. I am half sun half
moon, and the scissor used to cut away the steamed lotus leaves. I am honey strokes spreading over the
tiles. // Certain languages contain more kinds of rain than others, and I have eaten them all’.
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Neema Singh’s “Gujarati khichdi” embraces the complex transcultural identities and heritages that so
many of us share: ‘Our language / is riddled with imposters. / They slipped in / from Kenya, Uganda,
Austria / without anyone realising / and now I don’t know / what language I am speaking’.
Tan Tuck Ming’s poem “Transfiguration” begins, ‘A question begins / as a wide circle’. I am not certain
that I interpret this in the way that he originally intended, yet poetry can be like that, asking questions
where there are no certain answers.
ES: What are you working on next, both in your own writing and as editors?
AW:
I’m doing a lot of mentoring of emerging writers, but I’m very much looking forward to throwing
myself back into the research and writing of my memoir.
PM:
I’m back to teaching at the university and elsewhere, working on the Academy of New Zealand
Literature initiatives (e-samplers and book reviews), and on the online Māori Literature Hub, which I hope
to launch in October. I’ve written a lot of nonfiction lately, so I really want to get back to work on my
novel.

— Jan Fitzgerald
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Reviews
That Derrida Whom I Derided Died
- C.K. Stead
(Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2018).
ISBN 9781869408893. RRP $29.99. 120pp.
Reviewed by Elese Dowden

There’s always a risk – perhaps a hope – when
reviewing the work of a living and legendary poet
like C.K. Stead, that you will end up writing a
eulogy. But Stead, ever-eager to one-up critics and
contemporaries, both real and imagined, has been
writing his own eulogies for the last decade. In
this sense, That Derrida Whom I Derided Died is
no more a book of poems than an obituary for an
era of New Zealand literature.
Stead’s earlier collection, The Yellow Buoy:
Poems 2007-2012 was the first poetry book I
bought while at the University of Auckland. I
graduated from Auckland with an MA, just as
Stead did half a century prior, and I still have a
soft place in my heart for his poetry. I came across
The Yellow Buoy again last month while clearing
the Auckland literary archive I’d left in my
parents’ attic.
Stead’s work, for me, marks the beginnings of
a lifelong romance with modernist literature,
which has evolved alongside New Zealand’s own
literary identity. Derrida’s work, on the other
hand, marks a point of departure. When I saw the
title of Stead’s collection, I felt strongly that I had
to redeem my master – though whether that
master was Stead or Derrida remained to be seen.
Months later, after reading and returning, like
Césaire, to my native land, I am no longer sure I
want to be conscripted in this dick-swinging battle
for best last word.
In Archive Fever, Derrida writes:

The grandfather of New
Zealand literature may have
failed to pass the baton in
genuinely engaging with his
contemporary mokopuna

The concept of the archive shelters in itself, of
course, this memory of the name arkhe. But it also
shelters itself from this memory which it shelters:
which comes down to saying also that it forgets it.¹
To be sure, Stead is hyper-aware of his archive
as legacy. You only have to glance at the contents
page to know you’re in for his classic crumb-trail
of NZ literary greats. Stead reliably gives us this,
our daily bread, dropping contemporaries’ names
___________________________
¹ Jacques Derrida, "Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression,"
Diacritics 25, 2 (1995). 9
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like linseeds: Allen Curnow, Selina Tusitala Marsh, Lauris Edmond, Janet Frame. He also reliably insists on
dragging Hellenism and modernism along for the ride, our very own bastard Pound of the Antipodes.
This continental influence is a hangover from last century, a time when New Zealand literature did not
have such a distinct identity of its own. The poet knows this – in “Instead”, ‘the sensitive nor-west afternoon /
that collapsed in Curnow / was revived in Stead.’ But poetry should be more than mimesis, and Stead has been
mourning this heyday for a long time. This preoccupation means the grandfather of New Zealand literature
may have failed to pass the baton in genuinely engaging with his contemporary mokopuna.
Stead has always been reluctant to let go of his mastery over New Zealand modernism, and defends his
archival memory like Gollum with his ring. His poems pay reliable homage to the late greats of western
humanism, and the work positions him as an elderly Catullus reflecting on a life well lived. From the
perspective of a younger scholar, it is difficult not to feel envious of such a golden image of leisurely
academic life. Global marketisation, casualisation and massive arts funding cuts make reading these
memories feel all the more historic, as Stead is keenly aware.
The flipside is that Stead’s old-school modernism enchants us with the nostalgia of classical humanist
mythology. He leaves traces of Eliot across the pages, and in “The moon”, we find the poet ‘wet with rain’
and ‘carrying flowers’, (though whether hyacinths, he doesn’t specify). “Seeing I’m here” also presents the
artist in an Eliot-esque light as an elder Prufrock, growing old in hotel lift mirrors ‘in unwelcome detail’.
After all, the aging poet is the natural subject of this text.
The clarity of the poet’s elder-subjectivity is one of the most delightful aspects of this collection. His style
is distinctly upper-middle Auckland – from the ‘moon on the sea / right out to Rangitoto’ to his Grammarschool alumni self-belief. Stead’s re-asserts this Takapuna modality by blurring his own lines with late
continental European masters. In “The artists at eighty”, he re-animates Freud: ‘Sensitive youth / confident
middle-age / elderly arrogance / all gone dissolved / into the ugliness / of eighty years / but mirror-reversed’.
Though Stead is upfront about his archive, Derrida may yet avenge him from the grave. In sheltering
modernism from the actuality of the present, and in relinquishing dead humanisms via the deaths of old
humanists, Stead’s archive is so caught up in its own magic that it forgets itself as an archive altogether. Of
course, the past can only become itself in the light of the present. Perhaps, as Derrida suggests, ‘it is what is
happening, right here, when a house, the Freuds’ last house, becomes a museum: the passage from one
institution to another²’.
And in many ways this collection is a sort of artist’s house in the process of museumification. Some of
the most interesting poems in this book are love poems to a dying literary nationalism. While these poems
are lyrically beautiful, Stead’s preoccupation with mastery is ever apparent, and perhaps not surprising
given this colonial romanticism which haunts his
archive. In “A Birthday”, for example, Stead
indigenises himself in honour of the Navy’s 75th
birthday: ‘We were all sailors once – / Tangata
Some of the most
whenua / tangata tiriti / We came by sea’.

interesting poems in this
book are love poems to a
dying literary nationalism

There is something perverse about painting Pākehā
settlers as mere sailors given our colonial
inheritances. During the invasion of the Waikato,
for example, British Navy gunboats shelled pā from
the river, firing iron chain and pound weights at
tangata whenua.³ Yet in Stead’s poem, the nation is

___________________________
² Derrida, "Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression." 10
³ James Belich, The New Zealand Wars (Auckland: Penguin, 1986). 133
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Pleading with the reader to
believe the dead white
canon to be more than
fodder for Arts undergrads

‘Born of a navy / Of a naval nation / And of
Polynesia / Today, together / We salute our own.’
To be fair, in the notes he concedes that this poem
is ‘not very good but it stands as an example of the
laureate doing his duty!’

Evidently, Stead’s sense of duty to the western
canon is next to none. Like Simpson and his
Donkey, the poet is a weary soldier leading his
archive, mixing memory and desire, pleading with
the reader to believe the dead white canon to be
more than fodder for Arts undergrads. He makes a
great dance of defending modernism from the
impending armies of Derridas, Haraways, and Deleuzes, though, while this militance about his oeuvre may
well keep it anchored in the rationalism of the previous century, the ever-present tide of contemporary
scholarship sweeps it by.
The artist’s iron grip is clearest in the eponymous poem, “That Derrida whom I derided died”, where we
are reminded from the outset that the poet’s real battle is with the imperial ego. Stead opens by quoting
Derrida: ‘We are dispossessed of the longed-for presence in the gesture of language by which we attempt to
seize it’. An imagist through and through, he grapples with this ancient tension between poetry and reason;
the artist’s perpetual struggle to whip words into the concrete submission of object representation.
Stead laments that his rival was ‘determined not to be grasped since understanding / was first step on the
road to control’. This preoccupation with mastery is also marked with the language of war: ‘never coming
down in favour of this or that because / commitment, too, was a weapon in enemy hands.’ While his
political leanings seem to have swung back towards the left in recent years, his possessive language still
extends to romantic love.
Stead still has trouble taking women seriously in these poems, and his caricatures tend to cast us as
objects ready for conquest. With lines like ‘the woman he loved in youth in Cambridge / who had, he said
‘a hospitable c*nt’, one is even tempted to paint him as a creepy old uncle of NZ literature. In “The angels
of science and compassion”, he further remembers a doctor with ‘her rubber-gloved lubricated finger / in
his anus’ resisting ‘the impulse / to give the top of her blonde head / an affectionate peck’.
Dear reader, as a blonde-headed doctor, I wanted to like this collection. I wanted to be swept up in the
old-school poetics of classic New Zealand modernism, and dumped, exhausted, on the shore, contemporary
literary identity intact. But Stead’s work hasn’t changed, and in the end, the poet’s insistence on holding
tight to the shipwreck of coloniality means its rigor-mortis fingers may well slip beneath the surface.
Ultimately, the stubbornness of this collection means it isn’t, as it believes, representative of ‘humankind’,
but perhaps instead a dying breed of western Man, ‘endangered by / [his] own success’.
Belich, James. The New Zealand Wars. Auckland: Penguin, 1986.
Derrida, Jacques. "Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression." Diacritics 25, 2 (1995): 9-63.
Stead, C.K. That Derrida Whom I Derided Died. Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2018.
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Nouns, verbs, etc. (Selected Poems) Fiona Farrell
(Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2020).
ISBN 9781988592534. RRP $35. 212pp.
Reviewed by Lynda Scott Araya

Nouns, verbs, etc. (Selected Poems) is a masterful
collection of some of Fiona Farrell’s best poems.
It brings together poems with themes that include
loss and grief, love, war, and, of course, language.
Farrell’s poetic voice is at times, lyrical, such as in
her description of nature in “Valley” where
‘Kererū / white tux / tenor on willow’ and in
“Falling in love on the way home” where she
recalls that
A harbour licked my ear
Whispering the things harbours
Say to all the girls
About other places they have touched
and it is always powerful. With sparse, wellchosen language and carefully controlled syntax,
Farrell conveys complex emotion and unspeakable
pain. In “Moving,” for example, she describes her
grief when her father dies: ‘This pain is bulbous. It
shoots suddenly. Bud and branch’. The impact on
her is immense and ‘The place is a mess and /
nothing is where it used to be’.
Farrell also writes of her grief and others’
reactions to it in “In a nutshell”: ‘my sister slams /
and I yell, chucking death out’. The death is seen
in more prosaic terms by the funeral director who
says that ‘he’ll throw in the catering /for a little
extra’. He is simply doing a job, just as is the
doctor in “Three Births” who, when anticipating
yet another miscarriage tells her to ‘just pop it in a
/ bottle.’ This unfeeling statement is juxtaposed
with her response: ‘Pop you in a bottle? / My
black olive? / My son?’

With sparse, well-chosen
language and carefully
controlled syntax, Farrell
conveys complex emotion and
unspeakable pain

Throughout this collection, Farrell’s poems
show her strong sense of love, of grief, of social
justice. It is the unwillingness to look away, her
determination to confront emotion and the stark
and often violent nature of our actions that stands
out to me. When I read “Words, war and water”, I
heard in my mind again her intonation and pauses
as she read from Hamed Ameri’s skull won’t stop
growing at the Dunedin Writers Festival. Her
repetition of ‘this is the sound,’ and her address to
the reader draws us in. It forces us to focus on the
inhumane and hypocritical nature of war, which
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There is, as the title
suggests, a preoccupation
with the force of language
and Farrell’s love for it

causes intergenerational anguish and tears apart
innocent lives. We cannot, and should not, look
away. Instead, we must confront it, perhaps as
citizens complicit with ‘the burping of fat men …
signatory to all conventions’. Such protest poems
remind us that we have the power to stand up to
the violence of the world, and to speak up against
it.

Although many of Farrell’s poems in this
collection focus on violence, unhappiness and war
such as in “Gifts”, “Incident” and “ABC”, she also
celebrates love in all of its forms. There is the
sexual love of “The people upstairs”, where she hears them ‘drumming love on the walls’ and ‘splashing /
love in their bath’, and love which consumes, as in the case in “Fall” where, ‘when I’m not looking you
spill /onto lists and books’. “Love me” is a simple injunction to love as ‘if love were / a terrible adventure,’
while the best sort of love ‘one dozen / dry logs’ supplied to a draughty home is celebrated in “The castle”.
Most of all, in Nouns, verbs, etc, there is, as the title suggests, a preoccupation with the force of
language and Farrell’s love for it. Evident is her command of the bricks and mortar of her poetic trade and
in “The poem that is like a city” she describes the poem as
A crowded street where words
Clatter in several languages and every
Thing you see or touch has many names.
The poem and its language acknowledge the concrete nature of words. But it also acknowledges their
slipperiness, the ways in which they shift and slide according to the speaker, the reader and the
circumstances, just as grief, love, war and loss is spoken of and viewed differently by different people. The
poem is about a Christchurch broken by earthquakes. Farrell masterfully shows through her own
abbreviated text-like language that what is broken, still, can hold great power:
Ths pm is lk
a brkn cty
all its wrds r
smashd to
syllbls.
Each syllbl
a brck.
Nouns, verbs, etc. (Selected Poems) is a well-crafted and curated poetry collection that I am happy to
recommend. I have returned to several of its poems again and again, such as “Hoarfrost”, about a suicide,
and “Instructions for the Consumption of your Humanitarian Food Package”, which references an
American food drop over Afghanistan on the 25 October 2001. Farrell’s poetry is indeed a place where, as
she writes in “The verb ‘to be’”, the ‘verbs slip under our boots / like small changeable stones’.
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To review books for a fine line,
please contact Lily Holloway,
reviews@poetrysociety.org.nz

— Terence Fitzgibbon
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Members’ Haiku
We gratefully acknowledge the support of the Windrift Haiku
Group. Their generous donation to the NZPS will support
ongoing haiku projects, such as this haiku feature in a fine line.

— Jenny Longstaff

social distancing
one man
and his dog
— Julie Adamson

one beam of sunshine
my cat finds it
— Julie Adamson

waiting for spring
a bare branch
alive with bird song
— Julie Adamson

lockdown mindfulness
reflecting on a city
without takeaways
— Sharyn Barberel
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I count your kisses
on thirteen fingers and toes
seven more to go
— Katie Millington

your aftertaste pricks
on sun blistered lips
sting of salt water
— Katie Millington

a surrealist poet
shouts wildly: you’re a lizard
I’m authentic!
— Ron Riddell

sun shower
all the leaves are dancing
stark naked

— Ron Riddell

lockdown
less hurried creatures
live a little longer
— Sile Mannion
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autumn dark
under our boots
kohekohe stars
• The Unnecessary Invention of Punctuation,
NZPS Anthology, 2018
— Nola Borrell

bird-silence
our shadows darken
the bush
• Presence 68, 2020
— Nola Borrell

cherry blossom lane –
her laughter
and then mine
— Anne Curran

Mediterranean sun melts in my mouth baklava

— Anne Curran

wind
hunched forests
krummholz
— Gillian Candler
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bowed-down beech goblins
crouch below treeline
beards full of mist
— Gillian Candler

rewilding
we move a box turtle
off the freeway
— Debbie Strange

the last seeds
from father's garden . . .
snowbound
— Debbie Strange

feathered ruru calls
invisible in the darkness
treefrogs harmonise
• PK Poets Series 2, #8
— Katrina Brown

an icy jetty
stars glitter below my feet
moon looks up at me
• PK Poets Series 2, #8
— Katrina Brown
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About Our Contributors
Julie Adamson, retired librarian, lives near the sea
in Wellington. The library is her second home.
Writing haiku inspired by nature, wild and domestic,
brings quiet moments and pleasure.
Ian Andrews is a New Zealand citizen since 2018,
having lived in France and the UK. He has had
many poems published in UK magazines, and
recently published in Mayhem, Issue 8.
Lynda Scott Araya has recently been published in
the Parliament Literary Magazine and Prospectus: A
Literary Offering. She has work forthcoming in
the Pink Panther Literary Journal and the Pangolin
Review.
Sharyn Barberel is a part time dabbler in haiku and
writing as a creative outlet alongside a corporate
job. She loves the challenge of capturing moments
into short format.
Katrina Brown is a youth arts coordinator and writer
living in Greymouth. Through poetry, Katrina
explores contrasting relationships between nature and
society in Aotearoa and her second home, Taiwan.

— Jan Fitzgerald

Nola Borrell currently writes haiku, tanka and
haibun in particular. Her work is widely published
here and overseas. She has worked for NZPS as
judge, editor and secretary.

Gillian Candler is a nature writer, tramper and citizen scientist.
harold coutts (they/them) is a poet living in te whanganui-a-tara. they have previously been published
in literary journals such as starling, best new zealand poems and stasis.
Anne Curran is a Hamilton poet. She loves to compose haiku and tanka verse forms on her own or in
collaboration with other haijin. She remains excited by the possibilities.
Dr Elese Dowden is a writer, queer theorist and recovering philosopher from Tāmaki Makaurau. She
presently lives in Naarm, where she runs the Australasian Posthumanities (aposthumanities.org).
Originally a West Coaster, John Ewen is now Kapiti Coast-based. His poems, short stories and nonfiction have appeared in NZ and overseas, also online and on RNZ broadcasts.
Jan Fitzgerald (b.1950) is a long established NZ poet. Shortlisted twice in the Bridport Poetry Prize,
she has a fourth collection due 2022. Jan works as a full-time artist.
Terence Fitzgibbon has had over 20 children's books published by either Penguin/Random or New
Holland either in the capacity as the illustrator or author – two of them award-winning.
Alison Glenny is the author of The Farewell Tourist (Otago University Press 2018) and Bird
Collector (Compound Press 2021). She lives on the Kāpiti Coast.
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Christine Hewton has southern roots and lives in the Waitakere’s. She has written since her teens, has
an Honours degree in foreign languages, is a broadcaster and talking-book producer. Now retired, poetry is
again her obsession.
Jan Hutchison is nourished by her ancestors and strengthened by the young. Her poems are published
in a variety of magazines and anthologies, this year in London Grip and takahē. A recent collection is Kinds
of Hunger.
Lincoln Jaques has published poetry, fiction and travel writing in Aotearoa and overseas. He was a
finalist in the 2018 Emerging Poets and was a 2020 Vaughan Park Residential Writer.
Isobel Te Aho-White (Ngāi Tahu, Ngāti Kahungungu ki te Wairoa) is an artist of Māori, British and Danish
Ancestry. Widely published, most of her work incorporates kowhaiwhai and plantlife, native to Aotearoa.
Erik Kennedy is the author of There's No Place Like the Internet in Springtime (VUP, 2018) and he coedited No Other Place to Stand, an anthology of Aotearoa climate change poetry (AUP, 2022).
Jenny Longstaff is a long-term Dunedin resident with interests ranging from the environment, to
tramping, history, and motorcycling. A keen observer, she enjoys exploring verbal and visual imagery.
Sile Mannion is an Irish writer and a New Zealand(ish)er. When she can she writes / when she can’t she
reads. / In between she ukuleles.
Born and raised in Sydney, Katie Millington holds a Bachelor of Creative Arts degree in writing. In
love with poetry and married to film, Katie moved to New Zealand in 2012 to launch the film production
company, Eight.
Moses Ojo is a young Nigerian art enthusiast who uses his mind as a vista for making art and his
brushes and watercolours to speak reality through his art.
Paula Morris (Ngāti Wai, Ngāti Manuhiri) is an award-winning fiction writer and essayist from
Auckland. The founder of the Academy of NZ Literature (www.anzliterature.com), she directs the Master
of Creative Writing programme at the University of Auckland.
Ron Riddell: ‘Poetry is an endeavour of self-discovery, / sometimes more, never less.’
Debbie Strange is an internationally published short-form writer and haiga artist whose creative
passions connect her more closely to the world and to herself. Please visit her archive:
debbiemstrange.blogspot.com.
Belinda Tait lives in Palmerston North with her husband and
pets. She is still rather new to the writing craft and she hopes, over
time, to hone a voice and a style all of her own.
Lydia Tebbutt lives in West Auckland. Her challenge for 2021
is to share some of her poetry – a prospect which has always
terrified her. She’s looking forward to 2022.
Trish Veltman writes poetry, fiction and a blog, verveview. Her
poems have been published in a fine line, Blackmail Press, Tarot,
Mayhem and Quick Brown Dog. She lives in Kapiti.
Susan Wardell is an academic, mother, and writer, from Dunedin,
New Zealand. Her poetry, micro-fiction, and essays have been
published in a variety of journals and collections throughout
Australasia.
Alison Wong’s novel, As the Earth Turns Silver, won the NZ
Post Book Award for Fiction. She was a poetry judge for the 2018
Ockham NZ Book Awards and is co-editor of A Clear Dawn.
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